I analyse a dataset of news from The New York Times, from 1946 to 1997. Controlling for the activity of the incumbent president and the U.S. Congress across issues, I find that during a presidential campaign, The New York Times gives more emphasis to topics on which the Democratic party is perceived as more competent (civil rights, health care, labor and social welfare) when the incumbent president is a Republican. This is consistent with the hypothesis that The New York Times has a Democratic partisanship, with some "anti-incumbent" aspects, in that-during a presidential campaign-it gives more emphasis to issues over which the (Republican) incumbent is weak. To the extent that the interest of readers across issues is not systematically related with the political affiliation of the incumbent president and the election cycle, the observed changes in news coverage are consistent with The New York Times departing from demand-driven news coverage. In fact, I show that these findings are robust to controlling for Gallup data on the most important problem facing the country, which I use as a proxy for issue tastes of Times' readers.
Introduction
Are mass media outlets ideologically biased? If they are, what explains this bias? These two issues are the focus of an expanding literature that sits on the boundary between political economy and industrial organization. Theoretically, the main question is why in equilibrium media outlets would exhibit ideologically biased news coverage. A natural explanation for this is that the mass media cater to the ideological tastes of their viewers and readers, i.e. media slant is demand-driven. Customers on the media market are willing to pay for ideologically consonant content either because they dislike feelings of cognitive dissonance (Mullainathan and Shleifer 2005) , or because they think that ideologically closer sources are more credible (Gentzkow and Shapiro 2006) . But biased coverage might also depend on the ideological position of those on the supply side, namely owners, editors and/or journalists themselves.
1 Empirically, the first task is to provide intuitive and replicable measures of the partisan behaviour of media outlets.
2 The main contribution of this paper is to present a very simple and intuitive measure of the partisan behaviour of the New York Times, from 1946 to 1997. In a nutshell, I investigate the monthly variation in the news coverage of various political issues by the Times, with a specific focus on whether and how this coverage changes during presidential campaigns.
3 Under what conditions does the change in the amount of news coverage the NYT devotes to a given issue during the campaign provide information about its partisan position? I argue that this is the case if readers on average believe that a political party is better at handling this issue, as compared to the opponent. Thus one would like to check whether the Times during presidential campaigns significantly increases its coverage of issues on which the Democratic (Republican) party is perceived as more competent, with the opposite variation (or no variation) for topics that are favorable to the Republicans (Democrats). This would be consistent with the Times being partisan in favour of the Democratic (Republican) party. Over and above its partisanship, during presidential campaigns the Times could behave differently as a function of the political affiliation of the incumbent government. It could act in an anti-incumbent fashion, by differentially giving less coverage to issues over which the incumbent president's party is perceived as strong. Or vice versa it could act in a pro-incumbent way, by devoting more space to issues that are favorable to the incumbent's party. In the political science literature this concept of a perceived competence advantage of a political party about an issue goes under the tag of "issue ownership" (Petrocik 1996) .
My main finding is that the New York Times has a Democratic partisanship, with some anti-incumbent aspects, in that during the presidential campaign it systematically gives more emphasis to topics that are favorable to the Democratic party, but only so when the incumbent president is a Republican. This set of Democratic topics comprises stories about civil rights, health care, labor and employment, and social welfare. On the other hand, during the campaign there is no corresponding change in the coverage of topics that -with some variation-are favorable to the Republican Party, i.e. defense, law and crime and foreign trade. This effect of more stories about Democratic issues during the presidential campaign is sizeable: when the incumbent president is a Republican, there are 26 percent more stories about Democratic issues during the three months of the campaign than outside of it. On the contrary, if the incumbent president is a Democrat, there is no discernible change in the count of Democratic stories when the presidential campaign starts.
In order to use the change in the coverage of favorable issues during campaigns as a way to measure the partisan position of the Times, one must make sure that the newspaper is not simply reporting about the activity of politically relevant actors like the president or the U.S. Congress. In other terms, it is essential to distinguish partisan coverage from factual reporting. To this end, I show that the results above are robust to controlling for proxies of presidential and congressional activity about the considered issues.
Once equipped with a measure of the partisan position of a given media outlet, the next step is to correlate it with indices of the ideological position of the demand and the supply side. The NYT is a single observation in this ideological space; however, to the extent that the issue tastes of NYT readers are not systematically correlated with the election cycle and the political affiliation of the president, my results are consistent with the Times' behaviour not simply reflecting consumer demand. In section 5.1 I show that the observed changes in issue coverage by the Times during presidential campaigns are robust to controlling for a proxy of readers' issue tastes, i.e. Gallup data on the most important problem facing the country. This paper contributes to the growing empirical literature on media bias. These studies on measuring bias can be divided into three groups. The first type focuses on the explicit political behavior of newspapers, as it emerges from the endorsements of candidates or ballot propositions (e.g., Ansolabehere et al. 2006, Puglisi and Snyder 2009) .
The second and the third types of studies both focus on the implicit political behavior of media outlets. More specifically, studies belonging to the second group classify media outlets on the basis of the resemblance between what they report and what political actors of a known ideological position do. Outlets that employ language or sources that are used mainly by Republican (Democratic) politicians are then classified as relatively conservative (liberal). Groseclose and Milyo (2005) classify U.S. media outlets by keeping track of which think tanks are quoted by each of them. In turn, the political leaning of each think tank is recovered by looking at the political position (ADA score) of members of the U.S. Congress who quote that think-tank in a non-negative way. Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010) provide a measure of media bias that is based on the similarities between the language used by media outlets and congressmen. Exploiting the Congressional Record, they identify "partisan" words and phrases -i.e., those expressions that show the largest difference in the frequency of use between Democratic and Republican representatives, and then measure how frequently these expressions appear in a very large sample of newspapers. Finally, studies belonging to third group study variation in the intensity with which media outlets cover different topics, or variation in the tone of this coverage. Larcinese et al. (2007) analyse the coverage of economic issues by a large sample of U.S. newspapers during the last decade. Their measure of partisan bias is based on the differential coverage of bad/good economic news as a function of the political affiliation of the incumbent president.
5 Puglisi and Snyder (2011) study the coverage of political scandals by U.S. newspapers during the past decade. A newspaper is classified as relatively conservative (liberal) if it devotes relatively more attention to scandals involving Democrats (Republicans).
6 The papers by Larcinese et al. (2007) and Puglisi and Snyder 4 They conclude that the partisan slant of newspapers mainly depends on the ideological leaning of consumers, and far less on the identity of owners.
5 They find evidence that newspapers with pro-Democratic endorsement pattern systematically give more coverage to high unemployment when the incumbent president is a Republican than when the president is Democratic, compared to newspapers with pro-Republican endorsement pattern.
6 They find that newspapers with a higher propensity to endorse Democratic candidates provide relatively more coverage of scandals involving Republican politicians than scan-(2011) investigate the amount of coverage devoted to different issues. Other papers are instead focused on the bias in the "tone" of coverage. For example, Lott and Hassett (2004) analyse the tone of newspaper headlines when official data about various economic indicators are released, and relate it to the partisanship of the sitting president.
7 To sum up, my paper firmly belongs to this third category of studies, and shares with Larcinese et al. (2007) the focus on the time variation in issue coverage. However, my identification strategy is based on the variation in coverage of issues that are favorable to the Democratic or the Republican party during campaigns, while Larcinese et al. analyse how coverage varies as a function of the underlying economic figure.
8
My paper is also related to the political science and communication literature about the persuasion effects of issue coverage by the media. According to the theory of agenda-setting effects, media outlets can influence the priorities of the public, by tilting it towards issues that they decide to cover more extensively.
9 By affecting citizens' information and priorities, media outlets can also influence policy decisions. Strömberg (2004) finds that U.S. counties with larger numbers of radio listeners received more New Deal relief funds.
10 Some recent papers in economics investigate the effects of variation in the diffusion of media outlets, whose political position is assumed to be known. Gerber et al. (2008) conducted a randomized field experiment before the 2005 gubernatorial election in Virginia. In the experiment, some households received a free subscription to the Washington Post, others received a free subscription to the Washington Times, and others received no free newpaper. DellaVigna and Kaplan (2007) use instead a quasi-experimental approach, and exploit the gradual introduction of Fox News in cable markets to estimate its impact on the vote share in presidential elections.
The paper is organised as follows: in section 2 I describe the dataset, while in section 3 I lay out the empirical strategy. Section 4 presents the results. dals involving Democratic politicians, while Republican-leaning newspapers do the opposite. Newspapers appear to cater to the partisan tastes of readers only for local scandals.
7 Controlling for the released economic figure, they find that there are between 9.6 and 14.7 percent fewer positive stories when the incumbent president is a Republican.
8 Petrocik (1996) defines the economy as a performance issue, i.e. one that is favorable to one party or the other as a function of the most recent track record of the incumbent government.
9 Starting with McCombs and Shaw (1972) , a host of empirical studies have investigated the presence and extent of agenda-setting effects. Experimental evidence lends the strongest support to this hypothesis (Iyengar et al. 1982) . 10 Eisensee and Strömberg (2007) show that disaster relief funds provided by the U.S. government to developing countries are an increasing function of TV coverage, which is crowded out by other newsworthy events, such as the Olympic Games.
First I analyse the coverage of the Times topic by topic, and then I aggregate those topics in subsets that are in principle favorable to the Democratic and the Republican Party. In section 5 I present some robustness checks. Section 6 discusses the results and concludes.
Data description 2.1 Evidence on issue ownership
The seminal contribution in the issue ownership literature is Petrocik (1996) . However, Petrocik's classification is based on survey data only covering the 1988-1991 period. Hence, it is unclear whether the favorability of a policy issue to a party is a long-term phenomenon. Using Gallup surveys, and the National Election Study when Gallup data is not available, I gather issue ownership percentages covering a longer time period than Petrocik's.
11 These data are presented in Table 1 . I use Gallup polls as the primary source of information, because of the more direct wording of the questions.
12 Regarding Gallup polls, I have searched for all questions about the ownership status of policy issues during presidential election years, from 1948 to 1996. I focus on those issues which Petrocik classifies as permanently owned by the Republican or the Democrats, namely defense and crime on the Republican side, and civil rights, welfare and health care on the Democratic side. Extending Petrocik's classification, I also consider the environment as a potentially Democratic issue, and foreign trade as a possibly Republican issue.
13
11 I define as issue ownership percentage the share of respondents believing that a Democrat is better at handling a given issue, minus the share trusting a Republican more.
12 Gallup asks respondents about which party or candidate they think is better at handling an explicitly named issue. By contrast, the NES provides information about issue ownership in an indirect way. Since 1960 the NES has been asking a question about the most important problem (henceforth, MIP) facing the country. Starting from 1972, there was also a question about "which political party [...] would be most likely to get the government to do a better job in dealing with this problem". Selection bias can affect this survey design, since unobservable factors might affect the answer to both the MIP and the ownership question. Also, the ownership percentage about an issue might lack statistical reliability, if only a few respondents named that issue as the most important one.
13 When the ownership question about an issue was asked more than once in a given year, I average the issue ownership percentage, in order to obtain a synthetic measure. Appendix Tables A.4 and A.5 provide details about the specific questions being asked. 14 Data regarding the welfare issue, i.e. about which party would be better at "helping the poor and the needy", start only from 1972. Here there is a sizeable and less volatile advantage for the Democrats. On the other hand, information about health care is only available in 1992 and 1996, with a Democrats' advantage well above 20 percent. Still, the common and uncontested wisdom is that the Democratic party had been owning the health care issue well before the 90s.
15
Only two data points are available for education as well, and reveal a similar pattern of a Democratic advantage. However, differently from health care, Petrocik (1996) does not classify education as a Democratic issue. Moreover, with specific reference to the 2002 midterm elections Goble and Werner (2006) argue that education is a "contested" issue, i.e. the dominance of the Democratic party is not a permanent phenomenon. 16 Thus, in what follows I will not classify education as a Democratic issue. Finally, the environment appears to be clearly favorable to the Democratic party as of the second half of the 70s.
Regarding Republican issues, the available data provide a more nuanced picture. For the crime issue, I obtain ownership percentages for seven presidential elections: in four cases there is a Republican advantage, but in 1976 Republican advantage, but in , 1992 Republican advantage, but in and 1996 there is a reversal, i.e. a clear Democratic advantage. So it is unclear whether one can safely code crime as a Republican issue. Instead, the defense issue shows a clear pattern of Republican ownership. In nine out of twelve cases there is a Republican lead, while the ownership reversals occur in 1964, 1980 and 1996. 17 Finally, in 1992 Gallup asked five questions about
14 A more precise stance of the Democratic party on the race issue only emerged during the late 50s, mainly because of the increasingly weak bargaining position of Southern Democrats within the party.
15 Kelley (1983) defines health care as a "New Deal issue". 16 They show that, while on health care Democratic candidates in the House advertise more heavily than Republicans, on the education issue there is no significant difference between the two parties.
17 In 1964 Gallup asked two questions about the Vietnam War, and respondents largely favored Johnson's party. In 1980 Gallup asked ten questions about the issue, with two concerning the Iran situation, but the most recent ones were administered in early September, so the final part of the hostage crisis was not covered. In 1996 there was a clear advantage of Bill Clinton over Bob Dole on the issue, but this occurred on almost all issues.
the handling of the foreign trade issue. There is a clear Republican advantage here, with almost a 10 percent lead with respect to the Democratic party. Figure A1 in the online appendix displays as a connected scatter plot the data featured in Table 1 . On the vertical axis I report the ownership percentage for each issue, and for reference I also draw the horizontal line at zero percent advantage. One can clearly see that ownership percentages to some extent comove. Moreover, Democratic issues are always above the zero percent line, while Republican ones trespass that threshold more than once.
The New York Times dataset
Data on the coverage of issues by the New York Times is taken from the Policy Agendas Project.
18 The Project includes a random sample of stories from the New York Times Index, from 1946 to 1997, totalling 38, 470 stories. Each story is classified according to the major topic being addressed, among a set of 27 topics. The dataset provides additional pieces of information about the position of the story on the newspaper (on the front page or in internal pages), and its geographical and institutional relevance. Stories are classified according to whether they deal with local events, i.e. those occurring in New York City or in the so called TriState area (Connecticut, New Jersey and New York). Moreover, the dataset provides information on whether each piece of news refers to domestic events, foreign events with U.S. involvement, or foreign events without U.S. involvement. Table A1 in the online appendix displays the relative frequencies of issues covered by the New York Times in its articles (column [1] ). I separately consider stories on the front page and on internal pages.
19 Topics are ordered according to the overall relative frequency of stories (column [1] ). The most frequent topic for a story in the New York Times is banking & finance, with 15 percent of stories. International affairs rank second, with more than 13 percent, which confirms the common perception of the Times as a newspaper with a clear focus on international events.
While in the original dataset the unit of observation is the individual story, I construct monthly counts of stories about each issue, and the total monthly count for various aggregates of issues.
20 The top half of Table A2 displays summary statistics about these monthly counts. Within the set of 27 issues coded in the original dataset, I focus on 18 issues. 21 The table is organised as follows: first I report topics that -according to the issue ownership dataare favorable to the Democratic party. These topics are: civil rights, health care, labor and employment, the environment, and social welfare. Then I report Republican topics, i.e. law & crime, defense and foreign trade. Finally I report other policy-relevant issues that do not appear to be ex ante favorable to either party.
22 For all topics and all subcategories the empirical distribution appears to be positively skewed.
For each of the 18 issues I focus on, Figure 1 displays a longitudinal bar chart, with the average relative frequency of monthly articles about that issue during each decade.
23 Some topics like labor, defense, international affairs and transportation display a decreasing trend in coverage, while other topics like banking & finance and law & crime display an increasing trend.
24
In the results section first I investigate the time variation in the coverage of each topic, and then focus on different aggregates of topics that are ex ante favorable to the Democratic and the Republican party. The first aggregate of Democratic topics includes stories about civil rights, health care, labor & employment and social welfare, while the second one also includes environment stories. On the Republican side a first aggregate only includes law & crime and defense, while the broader aggregate also includes foreign trade stories. As shown in Table A2 , there are on average about 5 stories per month on the narrow set of Democratic issues, and around 6 stories regarding the larger set. On the other hand, there are 8 stories per month about the narrower set of Republican issues, and 9 about the broader set. Those figures must be compared with an average of around 62 sampled stories per month.
20 I also interact the major topic of the story with indicators of its geographical focus and its position in the newspaper, to obtain more specific time series for each topic.
21 The topics I do not consider are (by decreasing order of relative frequency): arts, state and local government administration, other, sports, death notices, churches, public lands, fires, weather and natural disasters.
22 These issues are macroeconomics, banking and finance, international affairs, federal government operations, agriculture, education, energy, transportation, community development & housing, and science & technology.
23 To calculate this relative frequency, I divide the monthly count of stories about issue i during month t by the total number of stories for that month.
24 Moreover, health care and banking & finance are characterised by a U-shaped pattern, while education and federal government operations display an inverted U-shaped profile. 
Political controls
The bottom half of Table A2 reports summary statistics for the political variables I use as controls. The first two rows show that about 46 percent of the months in the 1946-1997 period had a Democrat as incumbent president, while 6.25 percent of the sampled months mechanically belong to the presidential campaign period. This is the case, because I include in the presidential campaign period the months of August, September and October before each presidential election.
25
To control for the activity of other relevant political actors across issues, I separately focus on the incumbent president, the U.S. Senate and House.
Exploiting again the Policy Agendas Project, I proxy the president's activity with the monthly relative frequency of Executive Orders about the different topics, while congressional activity is accounted for by the relative frequency of Congressional Hearings, separately for the two chambers. Table A2 shows that the relative frequencies of Executive Orders and Hearings about Democratic topics are pretty comparable, while the fraction of Executive Orders on defense is substantially larger than the one for Hearings.
26 Finally, Table A2 shows summary statistics for the monthly count of U.S. soldiers that were Killed In Action (KIA), which I add as a real world event control for defense stories. 
Empirical strategy
To provide a measure of the partisan position of the NYT, I investigate whether during presidential campaigns there is any systematic variation in the coverage of issues that are favorable to the Democratic or the Republican candidate. The focus on presidential campaigns is justified by what I call the WHY-WAL principle, from the acronym of "What have you written about lately?".
28
Readers might pay special attention to what the newspaper writes during the electoral campaign. In turn the publisher, the editor and/or journalists of that newspaper would concentrate their efforts to persuade readers -or cater to their political tastes-during that period.
29
How can one identify issues that are ex ante favorable to the Democratic or the Republican party? The first best would be to have information on the opinion of NYT readers themselves about the comparative competence of parties on each issue. However, in the lack of survey data about NYT readers, the Gallup polls described in section 2.1 help to identify those sets of owned issues. I argue that an increase in the coverage of "Democratic" issues during the campaign is informative about the partisan position of the Times under the assumption that "All publicity is good publicity", i.e. if the additional stories being published are never too negative about the relative performance on the issue itself by the Democratic candidate, or at least are so perceived 26 The opposite holds for law & crime, albeit with a narrower difference. 27 I thank Douglas Hibbs for kindly providing this data. 28 The WHYWAL principle corresponds to the WHYDFML one ("What have you done for me lately?") of electoral politics, according to which voters give more weight to projects delivered at the end of the term (Weingast et al. 1981) .
29 A rational explanation for the WHYWAL principle is that stories coming out just before the elections are especially informative about the issues that are likely to be salient during the next term, so that voters are rightly more attentive to those. But one cannot exclude a behavioural explanation, which is based on some form of recency bias.
by readers. In other terms, I assume that -on average-the favorability of the topic prevails on the tone of coverage. The experimental evidence gathered by Baum and Gussin (2004) provides support to this assumption.
30
This discussion can be summarised in the following definition:
Definition 1 A newspaper has a Democratic (Republican) partisanship if during the presidential campaign it devotes more space to issues that are favorable to the Democratic (Republican) party, with no increase in the coverage of Republican (Democratic) issues.
The political affiliation of the president is another factor to consider. First, it is natural to ask whether the newspaper, during non-campaign periods, systematically gives more coverage to issues over which the incumbent president is perceived as strong or weak, controlling for the intensity of his activity regarding those issues. However, what matters here is whether during presidential campaigns the Times behaves in a systematically different fashion, as a function of the political affiliation of the president. The idea is the following: over and above the its electoral partisanship, the newspaper might act in a pro-incumbent or anti-incumbent way. If -during the campaign-the Times gives less emphasis to Democratic topics and/or more emphasis to Republican topics when the incumbent is a Democrat, this is consistent with the newsaper acting in an anti-incumbent way with respect to the president. This is so because the newspaper differentially focuses the attention away from topics on which the incumbent president is perceived as strong, towards topics on which he is perceived as weak. In the opposite case the newspaper is said to behave in a pro-incumbent fashion. I therefore adopt the following definition(s):
Definition 2 A newspaper behaves in pro-incumbent (anti-incumbent) way if, ceteris paribus, during the presidential campaign it devotes more (less) space to the issues that are favorable to the incumbent president's party, and/or less (more) space to issues that are unfavorable to that party.
Given the WHYWAL and the "all publicity" principles, I study the partisan behaviour of the Times by applying a difference in differences specification to 30 Baum and Gussin asked coders to classify a sample of news stories from the 2000 campaign, and to assess whether each story would be favorable to the Republicans or the Democrats. The authors randomly deleted any reference to the original source for half of the stories, they showed the correct source for one quarter of the articles, and wrongly identified it for the last quarter of stories. They find that coders, when assessing the favorability of an article, are much more influenced by the balance of Republican vs. Democratic issues, than by the source of the story itself.
the amount of coverage it devotes to Democratic and Republican issues. I focus on the monthly count of stories about owned issues and adopt a loglinear Poisson model. Let x DEM t be the count of stories about a Democratic issue that the Times publishes during month t. Its conditional expectation can be written as:
where 1I(incP t = D) is a dummy that equals one when the incumbent president at time t is a Democrat, 1I(P camp t = 1) is a dummy for the campaign period, the third dummy is an interaction term between the two and w DEM t is a set of controls. By the same token, the conditional expectation for x REP t , i.e. the count of stories about a Republican topic during month t, can be written as:
The partisan behaviour of the Times is captured by the coefficients β 2 in equation (1) and γ 2 in equation (2): if the β 2 s on Democratic topics are statistically different from zero and positive, while the γ 2 s on Republican topics are not statistically different from zero or negative, this is consistent with the newspaper having a Democratic partisanship. The opposite case is consistent with the Times having a Republican partisanship. The interaction terms capture the differential behaviour of the newspaper during the campaign, as a function of the political color of the incumbent president. If the β 3 on Democratic topics are positive and statistically significant, this is consistent with the fact that on those topics the Times behaves in a pro-incumbent fashion, over and above its partisanship.
31
In the empirical analysis, one must make sure that the time variation in news coverage by the Times is not simply mirroring the time variation in the activity of newsworthy political actors like the president and the U.S. Congress. In other terms, one must distinguish biased issue coverage from factual reporting. This is a (potential) problem of omitted variables, which I address by running additional regressions that do control for proxies of the 31 Conversely, if the β 3 are found to be negative and significant, this is consistent with the newspaper displaying an anti-incumbent stance on Democratic issues. Again in a specular fashion, the γ 3 s capture the pro-or anti-incumbent stance of the New York Times on Republican topics. activity of the incumbent president and the Congress about each policy issue, i.e. the relative frequency of Executive Orders and of Senate and House Hear-ings about the corresponding issues, that are respectively enacted and held during each month.
32
Regarding other control variables, the vectors w DEM t and w REP t always include a linear and a quadratic time trend, a set of monthly dummies and the total number of stories at time t. This last variable should control for the time-varying size of the Times. For each sub-category of stories (e.g. domestic stories about Democratic issues) I also control for the total number of stories pertaining to that category which are published by the Times during that month.
33 In the case of defense and law, I include a separate dummy for the presidential campaigns with ownership reversals.
34
Within a difference-in-differences specification, one might be concerned that the error term and the explanatory variables are serially correlated, which would induce to overestimate the precision of the results (Bertrand et al. 2004 ). Thus, standard errors in the regressions are clustered at the (presidency × campaign status) level. Table 2 shows regression results separately for each policy issue. First I report results about Democratic topics, then about Republican ones, and finally about other topics. For each topic the first column refers to the specification with no political controls, while I add those controls in the second column. For 32 Omitted variable bias might also be due to the presence of real world events that are related to a given issue. Thus -in the case of defense stories-I control for the number (expressed in thousands) of KIA during each month.
Results

Issue by issue results
33 Results could also be biased if the average length of stories about an issue does systematically change with the political affiliation of the president and the campaign status. However, controlling for the total number of sampled stories during month t -and for the number of stories belonging to a given sub-category-would properly deal with this, if systematic changes in the average length of stories about issue j do not depend on j.
34 These campaigns are 1964 and 1996 for defense, and 1976, 1992 and 1996 for law & crime. Because of the lack of Gallup polls on defense during the final phase of the Iran hostage crisis, I exclude the 1980 campaign from those with a reversal in issue ownership. Results are robust to including this campaign as well.
35 The incidence rate ratio represents the relative change in the dependent variable which is associated with a unitary change of the explanatory variable. each explanatory variable, the incidence rate ratio is reported, with clustered z-statistics in brackets. 35 Regarding Democratic topics, there is significantly more coverage of civil rights and health care during presidential campaigns, mildly so for civil rights.
On the other hand, the incidence rate ratios on the interaction between the campaign dummy and the Democratic president dummy are estimated to be less than one, but only in one case the correlation is mildly significant. There are around 45 and 50 percent more stories about civil rights and health care respectively when the presidential campaign starts and the president is a Republican. Also, there is significantly more coverage of labor & employment when the incumbent president is a Democrat, but no significant variation during the presidential campaign. On the other hand, social welfare results are strongly significant and go in the opposite direction with respect to what found for civil rights and health care.
36
Regarding Republican topics, there is no significant correlation of the coverage of crime and defense with the presidential campaign dummy and its interaction with the Democratic president dummy. Moreover, news coverage of defense is strongly and significantly correlated with Senate Hearings and the KIA figure. On the other hand, there is less coverage of the foreign trade issue during presidential campaigns. Also, the interaction term between the campaign dummy and the Democratic president dummy is positive and significant, i.e. during the campaign foreign trade is more heavily covered under a Democratic incumbent.
To sum up, there are some signs of the New York Times displaying a Democratic partisanship with some anti-incumbent aspects, because of this increased coverage of the civil rights and the health care issues during presidential campaigns under a Republican incumbent, with an opposite pattern for foreign trade and no countervailing changes for law & crime and defense. Instead, the results about the environment and especially social welfare are not consistent with this conclusion.
Regarding the other topics, there is no significant variation during campaigns in the coverage of banking and international affairs.
37 There are significantly more articles about federal government operations during presidential 36 One must however notice that the Times covers social welfare much less than the other two issues. See Table A1 and Figure 2 .
37 Interestingly, coverage of macroeconomics is significantly lower during presidential campaigns campaigns.
38 Finally, there is no significant pattern of results for agriculture, education, energy and transportation, while there is mildly less coverage of housing and science & technology during the campaign under a Democratic incumbent.
38
This is not surprising, since the topic explicitly includes stories about the elections. This increase is larger under a Democratic incumbent. Looking at the first panel, it turns out that the Times systematically publishes more stories about this narrow set of Democratic topics during presidential campaigns, but only so when the incumbent president is a Republican. More precisely, when the incumbent president is a Republican there are on average about 26 percent more stories about Democratic topics as the presidential campaign starts. In the case of domestic stories, the effect amounts to 23 percent more stories as the campaign starts.
The interaction term is negative for both categories of stories (incidence rate ratios below one), significantly so for domestic stories. At the bottom of each column I report the p-value on the test that the sum of the coefficients on the campaign dummy and on the interaction with the Democratic president dummy is equal to zero. In both cases, one can never reject the null hypothesis that the presidential campaign does not produce any change in the count of stories about Democratic topics when the incumbent president is a Democrat.
Regarding the effects of the political affiliation of the incumbent president on Democratic stories, a consistent pattern emerges: during the term there are systematically more stories about this narrow set of Democratic topics when the president is a Democrat, even after controlling for presidential and congressional activity. There are on average around 17 percent more stories about Democratic topics under a Democratic incumbent. This more intense coverage of Democratic topics during the term when the president is a Democrat helps understand the results concerning the Times behaviour during the presidential campaign: when the incumbent is a Democrat the aggregate count of stories about Democratic topics is already high outside the presidential campaign, and the presidential campaign does not produce any additional effect. When moving to the second panel, these estimated effects somewhat lose statistical significance. The presidential campaign dummy and its interaction with the Democratic president dummy are mildly significant at the 10 percent level when adding the environment to set of Democratic topics (panel II). The effect of the presidential campaign dummy is also smaller in size, namely it amounts to an 18 percent increase. Again, one cannot reject at ordinary confidence level the null hypothesis of no effects of the presidential campaign under a Democratic incumbent.
In Table 4 I report results about the narrow and the large aggregate of Republican topics. Here I focus on three categories of stories: all stories, domestic and non-domestic ones.
39 There is no significant variation in the coverage of those topics on the Times as the presidential campaign starts, irrespective of the political affiliation of the incumbent president.
40
The overall pattern of results is thus consistent with the NYT showing a Democratic partisanship, with some anti-incumbent aspects, since during presidential campaigns there is a systematic increase in the count of stories about Democratic topics, which occurs only when the incumbent president is perceived as weak on these issues, i.e. he is a Republican. At the same time, during the campaigns there is no countervailing change in the coverage of Republican topics.
Robustness checks
In Table 5 I explore the robustness of the baseline results. For the sake of compactness, the table reports results regarding all news only.
41
In the baseline regressions standard errors are clustered at the (presidency × campaign status) level. An additional problem with Poisson regressions is that the conditional mean and variance are assumed to be equal. In panel (I) standard errors are robust to non-Poisson heteroskedasticity. The pattern of results regarding Democratic topics is confirmed here. On the other hand, when considering the narrow set of Republican topics there is a mildly negative relationship with the Democratic president dummy. By the same token, when 39 As shown in Table 1 , the presidential campaigns with changes in issue favorability are different for crime and defense. Hence in this table I simply add a dummy for the 1964 campaign, i.e. the one with the largest switch in issue ownership.
40 Moreover, there is no significant correlation with the political affiliation of the incumbent president. And, clearly because of the defense issue, there is a strongly significant and positive correlation with the number of KIA.
41 Estimates about the other subcategories of news are available upon request.
adding foreign trade there is a mildly positive relationship with the interaction between the campaign dummy and the president dummy. In the baseline regressions I include executive orders and congressional hearings as controls. However, one could be concerned that -conditional on the main topic under consideration-the actual content of those formal acts depends on the political affiliation of the president and the majority in each chamber, respectively. In panel (II) I add as controls the interactions of executive orders and hearings with those political affiliations. 42 The previous results about campaign variables are robust to this further check. Interestingly, one can see a negative correlation between the coverage of Democratic topics on the Times and House Hearings on those topics under a Republican majority. On the other hand, the interaction terms show an increased sensitivity of coverage to House hearings when Democrats hold the majority, significantly so when considering the broad set of Democratic topics. 
A departure from demand-driven coverage?
Up to now I have studied the partisan position of the Times, without investigating the determinants of this equilibrium outcome. In fact, under the strong assumption that there is no systematic time variation in the ex ante tastes of Times' readers about the various policy issues, the increase in the coverage of Democratic topics during the presidential campaign is consistent with the Times not simply reflecting readers' demand for biased coverage. However, one can argue that (i) NYT readers are on average liberal, (ii) they are more interested in news about Democratic topics during the presidential campaign than outside of it, and (iii) this increased interest is larger under a Republican incumbent, i.e. when he is likely to be less active on those issues. This would explain the change in coverage I find in the data.
The most appropriate way to deal with this would be to explicitly control for a measure of the average issue tastes of Times' readers across time. In the lack of this high frequency variable, I use as a proxy the relative frequency of U.S. citizens that name a given issue as the most important problem (MIP) facing the country at a given time. The Policy Agendas Project is again helpful, since it contains annual and quarterly MIP data (as of 1947 and 1957, 42 I thank an anonymous referee for this suggestion. 43 A relevant caveat here is that -during the considered time period-the Republican party held the majority in the House only for about 7 years, i.e. 14 percent of the total months.
44 I use quarterly MIP data when available, and rely on annual data only for the first decade.
respectively), which is obtained by reclassifying Gallup polls according to its homogenous issue coding scheme. Panel ( The outcome of this exercise is displayed in Panel (III) of Table 5 . There is a positive and strongly significant correlation between the coverage of Democratic issues and the MIP variable. The main results on the variation in coverage during presidential campaigns still hold: the Times systematically devotes more coverage to Democratic issues as the campaign starts, but only so under a Republican incumbent. The magnitude of the effects is statistically indistinguishable from the one found with the baseline specification.
44
6 Discussion and conclusions
In this paper I have provided new evidence about the equilibrium political behaviour of the New York Times, by analysing the time series variation in the coverage of politically relevant topics. The main finding is that the Times displays a Democratic partisanship, with some anti-incumbent aspects. This is the case, because there are systematically more stories about civil rights, health care, labour and social welfare during the presidential campaign, but only so when the incumbent president is a Republican. The Democratic partisanship hypothesis is confirmed by the fact that -during presidential campaigns-there is no countervailing variation in the count of stories about defense, law & crime and foreign trade. As broadly confirmed by Gallup and NES polls, these issues are more favorable to the Republican party.
The above results are robust to controlling for the activity of the president and the U.S. Congress across issues. However, the anti-incumbent behaviour of the Times on Democratic issues might be explained by the fact that Republican incumbents strongly focus their campaign on these Democratic issues, and that Executive Orders do not capture this. In fact, Benoit et al. (2003) study TV ads of presidential candidates during the 1952-2000 period, and show that Republican candidates strongly focus their campaign on owned issues, while Democratic candidates are more balanced in their issue choices.
Under the assumption that the issue tastes of its readers do not change systematically with the election cycle and the political affiliation of the president, the found increase in the coverage of Democratic topics during presidential campaigns is consistent with the Times' behaviour being led by the supply side, and not simply reflecting readers' demand. In section 5.1 I have also shown that results are robust to controlling for the time-varying fraction of U.S. citizens who believe that Democratic issues represent the most important problems facing the country. To the extent that the concerns of Times' readers comove with those of the population at large, these findings are consistent with the Times departing from demand-driven bias.
The anti-incumbent behaviour displayed by the Times during campaigns is a result that deserves further attention. An explanation for this is based on the notion of incumbency advantage, which is a quantitatively relevant feature of the U.S. elections (Ansolabehere and Snyder 2002) . If the Times aims at helping the Democratic candidate, it may see less need to increase the coverage of Democratic topics when the incumbent president is a Democrat. 
